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DLETO - A SOURCE OF THE REKA RIVER 
 
Dleto, one of the sources of the Reka River, is located in the South West of Slovenia, at the 
foot of Mount Snežnik near Ilirska Bistrica. It is impossible to determine a single source of the 
river, as several minor ones converge into one stream, some even from the Croatian side of 
the border. The unspoilt nature and the clean water attract local people who often picnic 
there. The Reka River then flows above ground for some 35 kilometres, as far as Škocjan 
Caves, where it disappears underground.  

 
Place: Dleto - a source of the Reka River 
Date:_________________________________ 
Description of the sampling / observation 
point:_________________________________________ 
Observers:_________________________________________________________________
____ 
Weather:_________________________, Air temp. _________________, Water temp. 
_________ 
Estimate the amount of precipitation over the past week in the observed area: 
__________________________________________________________________________
____ 
Water level at the source: 
_________________________________________________________ 
 

Biodiversity Research  
 
1. Take a mud sample from the water. Put the sample into the white container you had 

brought. Wait for the water to settle and "comb" through the surface with a glass stick. 
Observe carefully. Make a drawing of the animals you can spot. 
 
Identify and name three most frequent ones using the pictorial key. 
_______________________________________________________________________
____ 

 
2. Go to the river bank with a classmate. Using four branches and a string, mark a square 

with sides five steps long. Observe and identify plants within the square. Name them 
using the pictorial key. Complete the table below. 

 
Plant (name) Frequency (number) 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

 
3. Draw a bar chart of the plants’ frequency. 
4. Temporarily mark or name with codes or letters, the plants you were unable to identify 

using the pictorial key. 
5. What can you conclude from your findings? 
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Sustainable development 

 
1. Consider what path is this water taking and make a drawing of the water 

cycle?  
 
2. Which human activities can cause a threat to water quantity and quality? 
Describe the activities and give examples from your area.  
 
3. Which sources of drinking water do you know? Give some examples from 
Slovenia and other countries.  
 
4. Make a drawing of an environmentally friendly house taking into account the 
wise use of energy resources and water. 

 
 

THE MALA BUKOVICA WELL  
 

Mala Bukovica is a small village near Ilirska Bistrica, only a stone’s throw from the Reka 
River. At the village there is a very interesting well, around which steps and a wall with an 
iron door have been built. The well used to be an inexhaustible source of drinking water for 
the local residents who, during dry periods, left their buckets in it overnight so that they were 
filled by the morning. Unfortunately, the well was abandoned after tap water had been 
installed at the village. Recently  however, the villagers have renovated the well thus 
contributing towards the conservation of wetlands. 
Place: The Mala Bukovica Well 
Date:_________________________________ 
Description of the sampling / observation 
point:_________________________________________ 
Observers:_________________________________________________________________
____ 
Weather:_____________, Air temp.___________, Water 
temp.____________________________ 
Estimate the amount of precipitation over the past week in the observed area: 
__________________________________________________________________________
____ 
Water level in the 
well:____________________________________________________________ 
 

Biodiversity Research  
 

1. When you reach the well, wait awhile and look around. Make a drawing of the 
surrounding area. 

 
2. How many different species of plants have you spotted by the well? Choose one and 

make a drawing of it. 
 

3. How many different species of animals have you spotted by the well? Name them.  
 
4. Choose one of the animals and write down three of its most recognisable features. 
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5. Is it significant that such a small area is inhabited by so many different creatures? 
Elaborate your answer.  

 
6. Do you know of any other places in Slovenia or abroad which are inhabited by a large 

number of plant and animal species living in similar circumstances? Write down some of 
them.  
 

7. What are your conclusions on the basis of your findings and observations? 
 
 

Sustainable Development 
 
1. Inquire among older villagers about the history of the well, the pond and the troughs. 

Write down their answers. 
 
2. Why was the well abandoned? 
  
3. What prompted the villagers to restore and revive it?  
  
4. Present your view on the conservation of the village well, troughs and fishpond. 
  
5. Do you consider it important that the villagers and other visitors are aware of how fragile 

the natural balance in the vulnerable water resources is? 
 
6. Water covers a larger part of Earth’s surface than land. Write down at least two reasons 

why, in spite of this, some people do not have sufficient drinking water. 
 
The Nada Žagar park is located in the centre of the town of Ilirska Bistrica, not far from the 
Bistrica river which is a major tributary to the Reka river. Within the park, there is an artificial 
fishpond which hosts a variety of animals, such as small fish, water striders and snails. 
Plants, such as reeds, water lilies and water lentils also thrive there. 
 
Place: Nada Žagar Park – fishpond (Ilirska Bistrica)  
Date:_________________________________ 
Description of the sampling / observation 
point:_________________________________________ 
Observers:_________________________________________________________________
____ 
Weather:_____________, Air temp.___________, Water 
temp.____________________________ 
Estimate the amount of precipitation over the past week in the observed area: 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
Water level in the 
fishpond:_____________________________________________________ 

 
Biodiversity Research  

 
Tasks for field observations: 
 
1. Delineate one square metre area in the wetland and count all the plant species within it. 

 
2. Observe and determine the number of different animal species in the wetland as well as 

predominant species. 
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3. On the basis of the above findings try to write your definition of the term ‘biodiversity’. 
 

4. Do you know any other area where similar species can be found? 
a) in your home area 
b) in Slovenia 
c) elsewhere in the world 

 
 

Sustainable Development 
 
1. After performing a chemical analysis, try to justify the results by observing the 

predominant species and human influences. 
 
Dissolved oxygen O2 
mg/l:______________________________________________________ 

      Temperature in 
oC:____________________________________________________________ 
 
2. What threatens the wetland in the town? 

 
3. On the basis of the chemical analysis of the water and the population of animal species, 

propose some measures for the improvement of the water quality. 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

 
4. In your view, would a different water quality have any effect on the number of individual 

animal species? 
 
5. Make a drawing of the wetland you have observed. 

 
 
6. On the basis of your findings try to write your definition of the term “biodiversity”. 
 

 
THE SINKHOLE BY THE ŠKOCJAN CAVES – VREME 

 
The Reka river is remarkably torrential in character. Its average flow is almost 8 m3/s, but 
may reach as much 300 m3/s during extreme flooding. In front of Gornje Vreme, the river 
reaches the contact between the impermeable flysch and the permeable limestone, as a 
result of which some of its water sinks immediately. In 1982, the river’s bed at this contact  
collapsed, creating a huge abyss into which the water began sinking at great speed. Similar 
phenomena also occurred in the past, and the local residents filled these “holes” with various 
materials, thus achieving a slower sinking of the river and, consequently, a faster flow rate. 
 
Place: Sinkhole by the Škocjan Caves - Vreme 
Date:_________________________________ 
Description of the sampling / observation 
point:_________________________________________ 
Observers:_________________________________________________________________
____ 
Weather:_____________, Air temp.___________, Water 
temp.____________________________ 
Estimate the amount of precipitation over the past week in the observed area: 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
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The level of the Reka river at the Vreme 
sinkhole:______________________________________ 

 
Biodiversity Research 

 
1. Running waters transport large quantities of various material. 
 

a) What kind of material is most frequently deposited by running waters? Go to the river 
and check it yourself! 

 
b) What can be the consequences of the material accumulating inside or by the river 

bed? 
 
2. Trees often grow on the riverbanks 
 

a) They have a protective role. Explain what they protect and how? Observe! 
b) Which tree species occur most frequently on the riverbanks in your home area?  

Are these different from the species which do not grow near the water?  
c) Find a sinkhole and observe where the water flow. Write down your findings! 
d) What is the land use on the river banks? Compare the different land uses and 

estimate the number of plant species on the banks! 
 

Land use 
on the riverbank 

Estimated number  
of plant species 

Most frequent 
species (name) 

Recognised plant species 
(names) 

    
    
    

 
3. What kind of surface surrounds the sinkhole? Describe it and try to draw it! 
 
 

Sustainable Development 
 
1. In the past, rivers could represent a barrier to land transport and contacts between 

people from both sides of the river. 
 

a) Explain how people used to resolve such difficulties? 
  Draw the solutions! 

b) Explain why today crossing a river is a much smaller problem? 
   
2. Rivers are economically very important. 

 
a) How did the people use to exploit different type of streams? Enquire and write down 

their answers! 
b) How do they exploit rivers today? Write down some examples! 
c) How does this exploitation affect their composition and role? 

 
3.   When rivers have a lot of water in their beds, they often overflow and flood. 

 
a) In Slovenia, the highest water levels are 

recorded in the spring and autumn months. Try to  
determine why precisely in those periods. 

b) What is in danger at those periods? If it is possible, observe and describe! 
  What is the role of wetlands during the river floods? 
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ŠKOCJAN CAVES REGIONAL PARK, SLOVENIA 
 
The park, with its system of caves, collapse dolines and individual cultural monuments,  
forms a typical karst “architecture”. A special microclimate in the dolines and by the entrance  
to the caves allows for the growth of both alpine and Mediterranean flora side by side.  
A unique representation of the flora and fauna, which live in symbiosis in a very small space,  
gives this area an important biological variety 
 
Place: The Škocjan Caves – Schmidl Hall 
Date:________________________________ 
Description of the sampling / observation 
point:_________________________________________ 
Observers:_________________________________________________________________
____ 
Weather:_____________, Air temp.___________, Water 
temp.____________________________ 
Estimate the amount of precipitation over the past week in the observed area: 
__________________________________________________________________________
____ 
Water level of the Reka river in the Škocjan Caves: 
_____________________________________ 
 

Biodiversity Research  
 

1. Measure the air temperature at the entrance to the cave and again inside of it, 50 metres 
from the entrance. (Schmidl Hall – gours (ponvice)) 

outside ________________, 
inside the cave___________. 

 
2. Measure brightness at three different points,  
      at the distance of 10 metres from the  
      entrance to the cave. 

  I. ______________ 
  II. _____________ 
  III.____________ 
 

3. Observe and count different plant species at specific points in front of the cave and fill the 
table below. 

 Number of different plants Predominant plants 
I.   
II.   
III:   

 
4. Explain the results on the basis of the above findings. 
 
5. Carefully examine the ceiling above the exit of the cave and describe the plants and 

animals you can see there. 
 

6. Consider what are the temperatures beside the river. Observe the light level at the 
bottom of the collapse dolines. 

 
7. Which plant species thrive in these conditions? 

 
8. Which animals can be found in the cave? Explain why and where we can find them! 
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Sustainable Development  

 
1. The Reka River can rise very rapidly. Find the traces of major past floods in the cave and 

write down the year of the last major one ________________. 
 
2. How did the flooding affect the population along the Reka River? 
 
3. How did the cave explorers tackle the problem of the rising water? 

 
4. How is the course of the river controled today? 

 
5. Consider the importance of water for the people living along the river and the animals 

living underground! 
 

6. How do we call the water that drips from the cave ceiling? Consider whether people can 
influence its quality. 

 
 

THE LABODNICA CAVE, TREBICIANO (ITALY) 
 

Labodnica is a 329 metre deep abyss near Trebiciano. The cave boasts a magnificent hall 
which rises over the subterranean Reka river and is here accessible along 200 metres of its 
course. In 1840 and 1841, the cave was explored and equipped with ladders in order to 
facilitate access to the river during the search for water for the Trieste drinking water. In the 
Italian and German literature it is better known as the Lindner Cave, after the engineer A. F. 
Lindner who led the exploration when the cave was first discovered. After the cave’s 
discovery, a little wooden house was built near its entrance. At the time there were no trees 
there. 
 
Place: The Labodnica Cave 
Date:_________________________________ 
Description of the sampling / observation 
point:_________________________________________ 
Observers:_______________________________________________________________ 
Weather:_____________, Air temp.___________, Water 
temp.____________________________ 
Estimate the amount of precipitation over the past week in the observed area: 
 

Biodiversity Research  
 
1. When you reach the entrance to the cave, observe the surroundings. Compare it with the 

photograph taken a hundred years ago. 
 
2. Observe the plants in front of the cave and name them.  
 
3. Draw a plant of your choice. 
 
4. Sit on the ground and listen to the sounds from the woods. What do you hear? 
 
5. Have you seen any animals on your way to the cave? 
 
6. And now you need some help of a caver. Draw or make a photo of a caver! 
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7. The caver will descend into the cave and bring us a water sample. Find out how many 
and which water animals he/she brought. Use the magnifying glass. 

 
Riddle: 

Pure and transparent 
I flow to all homes. 

At times disobedient, 
I burst my own banks. 

 
 

Sustainable Development  
 
1. Inquire among older villagers who discovered the cave.  

 
2. Who was the first to go down into it? 
 
3. There are no settlements in the vicinity of the entrance. Your conclusion is that: 

- the water at the bottom of the cave is clean because  
- the water at the bottom of the cave is polluted because  

 
4. How frequently is the cave visited and what may be the consequences of frequent visits? 

 
WARNING! 
The entrance to the cave is usually locked. If it is open it means that a caver has just gone 
down into the cave. Do not try to follow him! While waiting for the caver to return, do not 
cause damage to the tree bark or any forest plants, do not shout or disturb the young birds in 
their nests. Do not leave your garbage in the woods. 
 
 

RAKOV ŠKOCJAN – THE COLLAPSE DOLINES OF THE ZELŠKE 
CAVES 

 
 

Rakov Škocjan lies underneath the Javorniki ridge, between the Cerknica Lake and 
Planinsko polje. The picturesque valley of the Rak river, only two and a half kilometres long, 
is unique because of its numerous karst features. It is best known for its two natural bridges, 
Mali (Small) most and Veliki (Big) most, which are the remains of the cave ceiling from 
pre-historic times when the entire flow of the Rak river was underground. 
 
Place: Rakov Škocjan – the collapse dolines of the Zelške Caves 
Date:_____________________________________________________________________
_____ 
Description of the sampling / observation 
point:_________________________________________ 
Observers:_________________________________________________________________
____ 
Weather:_____________, Air temp.___________, Water 
temp.____________________________ 
Estimate the amount of precipitation over the past week in the observed area: 
__________________________________________________________________________
____ 
Water level of the Rak river at Rakov 
Škocjan:__________________________________________ 
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Biodiversity Research  

 
Observations and measurements are carried out at three points from the top to the bottom of 
the collapse doline. Point A is at the top, Point B in the middle, and Point C at the bottom of 
the collapse doline. At each point, mark one square metre sampling area with a string. Write 
down the results in the table. 
 
1. Measure the air temperature at one metre above ground. 
 
2. Measure or estimate the brightness in the area. 
 
3. In the area, estimate the level of vegetation cover: 

a) with trees (A), bushes (B), herbs and mosses (C) 
b) thickly covered (+++), partly covered (++), sparsely covered (+), not covered (-) 
 

4. Find out the number of different plant and animal species at a chosen point. 
 
 

 Air 
temperature Brightness 

Vegetation 
cover level 

A,B,C 

Number of 
different 
species 

A:  
Point A 

  

B:  

A:  
Point B 

  

B:  

A:  
Point C 

  

B:  
5. Which plant species dominate at Points A, B and C? 

 
6. Which of the points has the largest number of different species? 
 
7. Explain your results! 
 
8. Explain the term “biodiversity”. What other title of this worksheet would also be suitable 

regarding its contents? 
 
 

Sustainable Development  
 

1. The residents of Rakov Škocjan have been exploiting water power since the eighteenth 
century. Today this area is offering many opportunities for relaxation and recreation. 
What are your proposals for the future conservation of this marvellous natural monument 
in spite of its exploitation? 

 
 

LAKE CERKNICA  
lake with an average surface of 26 square kilometres.  
When the karst polje is fully flooded the lake’s surface can increase up to 38 square 
kilometres. At its maximum size, the lake is 10.5 kilometres long and  4.7 kilometres wide, 
which makes it the largest in Slovenia. Its depth reaches around 10 metres. The lake 
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normally rises after the autumn rains and in the spring when the snow melts. It dries up in 
May or June and, sometimes, also in winter. 
 
Lake Cerknica is of vital importance for numerous water plants, as well as birds, amphibians, 
dragonflies and some lower animals. The lake is listed among the world’s most important 
wetlands. 

 
 
Place: Lake Cerknica  
Date:_________________________________ 
Description of the sampling / observation 
point:_________________________________________ 
Observers:_________________________________________________________________
____ 
Weather:_____________, Air temp.___________, Water 
temp.____________________________ 
Estimate the amount of precipitation over the past week in the observed area: 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
Water level of the 
lake:____________________________________________________________ 
 

Biodiversity Research 
 
1. Carefully examine three sampling areas (observation points), count the plant species and 

identify the most frequent one. Name the animals you have noticed. 
 

 Number of different 
plant species 

The most 
frequent one 

Number of 
animal species Peculiarities 

Field     
Cultivated meadow     
Marsh meadow     

 
2. Compare different habitats. Explain the reasons for the differences. 
 

Sustainable Development  
 

1. Estimate human influence on the ecosystems at Cerkniško polje. 
 

Effect on the 
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 Human 
activity 

        

Mowing         
Fertilising         
Construction         
Industrial 
development 

        

Timber 
production 

        

Hunting         
Fishing         
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Water bird 
hunting 

        

Bathing         
Boating         
Windsurfing         
Skating         
Nature 
observing 

        

Cycling         
Horse riding         
Picnics, 
lighting fires 

        

Rubbish 
dumping 

        

Car and 
motorbike 
riding 

        

Camping         
Motor gliding         
 
Colour the squares in accordance with  
your estimate of human influence: 
 
green colour – a desirable activity  
   (positive influence for the conservation 
   of the ecosystem) 
 
blue colour – an activity that is neither  
   harmful nor beneficial to the ecosystem 
 
red colour – an activity harmful to the  
   ecosystem 
 

Guidelines for teachers  
 

DLETO - THE SOURCE OF THE REKA RIVER 
 

One of the sources of the Reka river is located near the village of Zabiče, south east of Ilirska 
Bistrica. It is impossible to determine a single source of the river, as several minor ones 
converge into it, some even from the Croatian side of the border. Local residents often have 
picnics here, attracted by the unspoiled nature and clean water. There are several forest 
caves, and the river banks are covered with alders, willows and various riparian plants. The 
current does not allow for the growth of water plants. Only algae can be found in the water. 
While the source can also be reached on bicycle, those fond of walking in nature will find the 
path especially attractive. 

 
Location: 
Dleto, a source of the Reka river, is located 15 kilometres outside Ilirska Bistrica, on the way 
to the Croatian border. Dleto can be reached by the road leading from Ilirska Bistrica to the 
village of Zabiče. There we turn westwards, taking a forest path. We will spot the first source 
after a good half hour’s walk from the crossroads where one road leads to Dleto and another 
to Novokračine.  
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Duration:  
4 school hours 
 
List of accessories: 

- White containers, 
- Glass sticks, 
- String (5 metres), 
- Meter, 
- Thermometer, 
- Magnifying glasses, 
- Notebook, 
- Pencil or colouring pencils for drawing plants and animals, 
- Pictorial key for identifying plant and animal species, 
- Ruler. 

  
What we are going to study: 
We will try to identify the plant and animal species that can be found in the Reka River and 
on its banks. Pupils should find a dry branch and comb through the mud on the riverbank. 
They should also turn some stones, as many animals like to hide underneath. All the field 
assignments are practicable for the second and third triad of elementary school. 
 
Hypothesis:  
Our hypothesis is that the source of the Reka River is sufficiently pure and unspoiled that we 
should be able to find many animals and plant species in it and along its banks. 
 
How we are going to process the data: 
Results, observations and surveys should be presented in the form of a poster, seminar work 
or joint report and sent to Park Škocjanske jame, Služba za raziskave in razvoj, at the e-mail 
address: psj@psj.gov.si 
 
Warning: 
Pupils should wear appropriate clothing, with at least one group member wearing rubber 
shoes. During summer they should use a wood tick repellent and wear sunhats. They should 
not enter deep into the forest where bears which are common in this area can be disturbed. 
 
 
Useful sources:  

- http://www.arso.gov.si/ (Environmental Agency of the RS – information on weather), 
- http://www.ramsar.si (Ramsar Convention on Wetlands – information on important 
Slovene 

wetlands), 
- http://www.sigov.si/mop/ (Ministry for the Environment and Spatial Planning ), 
- http://www.ilirska-bistrica.si/?lng=slo&vie=cnt&gr1=iliBis&gr2=narKulDed  

 (information on Ilirska Bistrica and its surroundings). 
-  http://www2.arnes.si/~ospopg1s/ (OŠ Podgora – Kuteževo) 

 
Useful contacts:  
For further information contact  OŠ Podgora - Kuteževo elementary school (05-78-70-013). 
 

THE MALA BUKOVICA WELL 
 
The landscape under the Snežnik mountain is rich in water resources. Our ancestors 
discovered, regulated and protected these resources on which their survival depended. Each 
village had many minor wells and springs in the fields and in the forest. The principal well 
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was generally in the centre of a village. Around such wells, villagers usually built steps and a 
wall with an iron door. Drinking water was particularly well protected. Such water resources 
were not only used by households. The water was fed into troughs or allowed to flow into 
ponds. There, animals were watered. Women sometimes used troughs for laundering. After 
piped water had been installed in villages, wells were gradually abandoned. Now, many lay 
abandoned, overgrown and some have even become dumps. Recently, however, 
environmental and cultural awareness has been raised. In some villages, wells were 
rediscovered. This is how the wells in Bukovica, Jasen (with troughs) and Dolnji Zemon (two) 
were restored. The wells in Vrbovo and Gornji Zemon are also well maintained. Wells have 
thus become village monuments and part of the natural and cultural heritage. 
 
The Mala Bukovica Well 
Built in 1849, the well was used as an inexhaustible source of drinking water. During the dry 
season, villagers left their buckets in it overnight so that they were filled by the morning. It 
was renovated it in 2004. 
 
Village troughs 
They were built in the eighteenth century and used for watering domestic animals. In those 
times all cattle from the village was led to these “troughs” for watering. In 2002, they were 
restored by the villagers and water was once again fed into them. 
 
 
Location: 
The well is located in the village of Mala Bukovica, which is on the road leading from Ilirska 
Bistrica to the border crossing Jelšane. Three kilometres after Ilirska Bistrica we turn right, 
following the signpost. When we reach the village centre, we cannot miss the well. 
 
Duration:  
6 school hours 
 
List of accessories: 

- Pencil, 
- Thermometer, 
- Pictorial key for the identification of plants and animals. 

 
What we are going to study: 
The aim of this assignment is to determine the number of plant and animal species close to 
the well. It is also important that pupils become acquainted with the past use of the well and 
its restoration. They should try to contact the villagers and enquire about the well. 
 
Hypothesis:  
Our hypothesis is that there are various animal and plant species near the well. We also 
presume that the well’s appearance and usage have changed through the years. 
 
How we are going to process the data: 
Results, observations and surveys should be presented in the form of a poster, seminar work 
or joint report and sent to Park Škocjanske jame, Služba za raziskave in razvoj, at the e-mail 
address: psj@psj.gov.si  
 
 
Warning: 
Pupils should wear suitable footwear and clothing and use an insect repellent. 
 
Useful sources:  
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- http://www.arso.gov.si/ (Environmental Agency of the RS – information on weather), 
- http://www.ramsar.si (Ramsar Convention on Wetlands – information on important 
Slovenian 

 wetlands), 
- http://www.sigov.si/mop/ (Ministry for the Environment and Spatial Planning), 
- http://www.ilirska-bistrica.si/?lng=slo&vie=cnt&gr1=iliBis&gr2=narKulDed  

(on Ilirska Bistrica and its surroundings), 
-     http://www2.arnes.si/~ospoilbaz1s/index.htm (Elementary school OŠ Antona 

Žnideršiča in 
 Ilirska Bistrica). 

 
Useful contacts:  
For further information contact OŠ Antona Žnideršiča elementary school in Ilirska Bistrica 
(05-71-10-260). 
 

THE NADA ŽAGAR PARK IN ILIRSKA BISTRICA – FISHPOND 
 

The town of Ilirska Bistrica lies at the intersection of the roads to Trieste, Rijeka and 
Ljubljana. The municipality, which spreads over a valley of variegated landscape extending 
between the Snežnik mountain, its vast forests and the hills of Brkini and Čičarija, is 
characterised by the Reka river. In the past, its many tributaries drove saws and mills, 
contributing towards the economic development of the area where, today, only their odd 
traces can be found. The remains of forts in Starod, Dolnji Zemon and Sveta Katarina near 
Jelšane bear witness to ancient settlements. Traces of Roman limes and the remains of 
medieval castles can be found in hidden corners along the Reka river. The hunting grounds 
of the Snežnik mountain, the Reka river, as well as Lake Mola and Lake Klivnik attract many 
hunters and fishermen. Sviščaki and Mašun offer a refuge in tranquil nature to travellers 
seeking peace and relaxation. 
 
Nada Žagar Park - Fishpond 
Nada Žagar Park (also known as the Kindler or town park), which lies in the centre of Ilirska 
Bistrica at an altitude of 410 metres, is artificial. The fishpond measures 300 square metres 
and is about one metre deep. The water level fluctuates according to the season. It is high in 
the autumn and low in the summer, yet it never dries up. Curiously, it freezes over in the 
winter. The predominant plants in the fishpond are reeds, water lilies and water lentils, but 
we can also find small fish, water striders and various snails. The fishpond is an important 
habitat for smaller and less developed animals, such as dragonflies and amphibians. In the 
future, it could develop into the recreation and tourist centre of the town. The location is 
protected at municipal level and there are no changes foreseen in this area. 
 
 
Location: 
The fishpond is located in the Nada Žagar Park, at the centre of the town of Ilirska Bistrica. 
The path to the park leads past the town’s administrative building. In front of the park there is 
a parking area with a footpath leading to the fishpond. 
 
Duration: 
4 school hours 
 
List of accessories: 

- Thermometer, 
- Electrode for measuring dissolved oxygen in water, 
- Pencil, 
- Meter, 
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- Pictorial key for the identification of plants and animals. 
 
What we are going to study: 
The aim of the exercise is for pupils to learn about the plants and animals living in the 
fishpond. Pupils are also learning about the analysis of the quality of surface waters, or more 
precisely, with the functioning of the electrode for measuring dissolved oxygen in water. 
 
Hypothesis:  
Our hypothesis is that there are many plants and animal species living in the fishpond and 
that human intervention (i.e. constructions) in the park put at risk the fishpond’s existence 
and, consequently, the survival of some animals and plants. 
 
How we are going to process the data: 
Results, observations and surveys should be presented in the form of a poster, seminar work 
or joint report and sent to Park Škocjanske jame, Služba za raziskave in razvoj, at the e-mail 
address: psj@psj.gov.si . 
 
 
Warning: 
Pupils should wear suitable footwear and clothing and use an insect repellent. 
 
Useful sources:  

- http://www.arso.gov.si/ (Environmental Agency of the RS – information on weather), 
- http://www.ramsar.si (Ramsar Convention on Wetlands – information on important 
Slovene 

 wetlands), 
- http://www.sigov.si/mop/ (Ministry for the Environment and Spatial Planning ), 
- http://www.ilirska-bistrica.si/?lng=slo&vie=cnt&gr1=iliBis&gr2=narKulDed  
 (on Ilirska Bistrica and its surroundings), 
-  http://www2.arnes.si/~odkilbistrpo/glavni.htm (Elementary school OŠ Dragotina 

Ketteja in  lirska Bistrica). 
 
Useful contacts:  
For further information contact OŠ Dragotina Keteja elementary school in Ilirska Bistrica (05-
71-10-380). 
 

THE SINKHOLE BY THE ŠKOCJAN CAVES - VREME 
 
The Reka river is remarkably torrential in character. Its average flow rate is almost 8 m3/s 
and may reach as much 300 m3/s during extreme flooding. In front of Gornje Vreme, the 
river reaches the contact between the impermeable flysch and the permeable limestone, as a 
result some of its water sinks immediately. In 1982, the river’s bed at this contact collapsed, 
creating a huge abyss into which the water began sinking at great speed. Similar phenomena 
also occurred in the past, and the local residents filled the “holes” with various materials, thus 
resulting in smaller sinking of the water and, consequently, a higher flow rate. 
 
 
Location:  
Vreme 
 
Duration:  
3 school hours 
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List of accessories: 
- Thermometer, 
- Pencil, 
- Pictorial key for the identification of plants and animals. 

 
What we are going to study: 
The aim of the exercise is for pupils to learn about the plant and animal species living on the 
banks of the Reka River by the Vreme sinkhole. They become acquainted with the economic 
importance of the Reka river in the past (mills and saws) and today. They should also learn 
about the role of vegetation, especially trees, along the Reka River during major floods. 
 
Hypothesis:  
It is our hypothesis that there are many plant and animal species living along the Reka River, 
which are directly dependent on the water. A group of pupils can verify this by exploring an 
area which is away from the water. 
We presume that the economic role of the Reka River has considerably changed over the 
years, given the sharp reduction in the number of saws and mills along the river.  
 
How we are going to process the data: 
Results, observations and surveys should be presented in the form of a poster, seminar work 
or joint report and sent to Park Škocjanske jame, Služba za raziskave in razvoj, at the e-mail 
address: psj@psj.gov.si . 
 
Warning: 
Pupils should wear suitable footwear and clothing and use an insect repellent. 
 
Useful sources:  

- http://www.arso.gov.si/ (Environmental Agency of the RS – information on weather), 
- http://www.ramsar.si (Ramsar Convention on Wetlands – information on important 
Slovene  

wetlands), 
- http://www.sigov.si/mop/ (Ministry for the Environment and Spatial Planning ), 
- http://www.divaca.si/ (information on the Divača Municipality and its surroundings), 
-     http://www.os-divaca.si (Elementary school OŠ dr. Bogomirja Magajne in Vreme). 
 

Useful contacts:  
For further information contact OŠ dr. Bogomirja Magajne, Divača – Podružnična šola Vreme 
(05-76-25-238). 
 

THE ŠKOCJANSKE JAME REGIONAL PARK, SLOVENIA 
 
The park, with its system of caves, collapse dolines and individual cultural monuments, forms 
an typical karst “architecture”. A special microclimate in the dolines and by the entrance to 
the caves allows for the growth of both alpine and Mediterranean flora side by side. A unique 
representation of the flora and fauna, which live in symbiosis in a very small space, gives this 
area an important biological variety. In 1986, Škocjan Caves were included in UNESCO’s 
World Heritage List due to their exceptional subterranean canyon and magnificent cave halls. 
The subterranean current of the Reka river is a Ramsar wetland of international importance. 
The park is also listed as the Karst Biosphere Reserve in the Man and the Biosphere (MAB) 
Programme.  
 
Location: 
The Škocjan Caves Regional Park is located in the Municipality of Divača. The easiest way 
to reach the Park is by exiting the Ljubljana - Koper motorway at Divača and continuing for 2 
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km on the local road, following the sign posts which bring you to the Park’s Information 
Centre. 
 
Duration:  
4 school hours 
 
(The teacher should take the group to Škocjan Caves - more precisely the Schmidl Hall - 
which is located at the very end of the tourist cave route. As the group must be accompanied 
by an employee of the Park, the visit should be booked in advance at the Information 
Centre.) 
 
List of accessories: 

- Thermometer, 
- Pencil, 
- Meter, 
- Flashlights, 
- Pictorial key for the identification of plants and animals. 

 
What we are going to study: 
The aim of this exercise is for pupils to learn about the diversity of climate, vegetation and 
animal species inside and outside of the caves. An emphasis should be made on the 
difference between the plant and animal species at the upper part of the collapse doline 
(where the Mediterranean species prevail) and its lower part where the alpine species 
prevail. Pupils also learn about hydrology of the Reka River in the Škocjan Caves as well as 
the consequences of flooding. 
 
Hypothesis:  
Our hypothesis is that the different altitude zones in the collapse dolines host different animal 
and plant species. The differences will be particularly noticeable in plants. We also presume 
that the light, temperature and humidity levels on the surface differ from those inside the 
cave. 
 
How we are going to process the data: 
Results, observations and surveys should be presented in the form of a poster, seminar work 
or joint report and sent to Park Škocjanske jame, Služba za raziskave in razvoj, at the e-mail 
address: psj@psj.gov.si.  
 
Warning: 
Pupils should wear suitable footwear and clothing and use an insect repellent. As the 
footpath in the cave is very slippery, pupils should walk very carefully. 
 
 
Useful sources:  

- http://www.arso.gov.si/ (Environmental Agency of the RS – information on weather), 
- http://www.ramsar.si (Ramsar Convention on Wetlands – information on important 
Slovene 

 wetlands), 
- http://www.sigov.si/mop/ (Ministry for the Environment and Spatial Planning ), 
- http://www.park-skocjanske-jame.si (Škocjan Caves Regional Park – Information and  

Identity Card of the Caves), 
-   http://www.os-divaca.si (Elementary school OŠ dr. Bogomirja Magajne in Divača). 
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Useful contacts:  
For further information, contact OŠ dr. Bogomirja Magajne elementary school in Divača (05-
73-18-800). 
 

THE LABODNICA CAVE, TREBICIANO (ITALY) 
 

Labodnica is a 329 metre deep abyss near Trebiciano. In the cave, there is a magnificent hall 
rising above the subterranean Reka river, which is here accessible along 200 metres of its 
course. In the years 1840 and 1841, it was explored and equipped with ladders to facilitate 
access to the river during the search for supplying Trieste with drinking water. In the Italian 
and German literature it is better known as the Lindner cave, after the engineer A. F. Lindner 
who led the exploration when the cave was first discovered. After the discovery, a little 
wooden house was built by the entrance to the cave. At the time there were no trees there. 
 
 
Location: 
The Labodnica Cave (Abisso di Trebiciano) is located in the village of Trebiciano in Italy. The 
path leads us first to the Fernetti border crossing and then towards Villa Opicina. There we 
turn left, towards Basovizza, and, after about 5 kilometres, left again. There, signposts direct 
us to the Labodnica Cave.  
 
Duration:  
4 school hours 
Labodnica Cave is closed for the public. The exercises could be performed on the lawn near 
the cave’s entrance. 
 
List of accessories: 

- Thermometer, 
- Pencil, 
- Flashlights. 

 
What we are going to study: 
The aim of this exercise is for pupils to learn about the diversity of plant and animal species 
inside and outside of the caves. They will learn also about the history of the exploration of 
Labodnica Cave, with the caving equipment and the possibilities to visit the cave as a tourist. 
 
Hypothesis: 
Our hypothesis is that the animals living in caves are different from those on the surface. We 
also presume that Labodnica Cave has not yet been exceedingly visited. 
 
How we are going to process the data: 
Results, observations and surveys should be presented in the form of a poster, seminar work 
or joint report and sent to Park Škocjanske jame, Služba za raziskave in razvoj, to e-mail 
address: psj@psj.gov.si . 
 
Warnings: 
Pupils should wear suitable footwear and clothing and use an insect repellent.  
 
Useful sources:  

- http://www.arso.gov.si/ (Environmental Agency of the RS – information on weather), 
- http://www.ramsar.si (Ramsar Convention on Wetlands – information on important 
Slovene 

 wetlands), 
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- http://www.trst.it/solatomazic/labodnica/index.htm (some information and pictures on 
the  

Labodnica Cave), 
-   http://www.trst.it/solatomazic/naslov.htm (Elementary school COŠ Pinka Tomažiča in  

Trebiciano, Trebče). 
 
 
Useful contacts:  
For further information contact COŠ Pinka Tomažiča elementary school in Trebiciano, 
Trebče (++39-040-214-300). 
 

RAKOV ŠKOCJAN – THE COLLAPSE DOLINES OF THE ZELŠKE 
CAVES 

 
Rakov Škocjan lies underneath the Javorniki ridge, between Lake Cerknica and Planinsko 
polje. The picturesque valley of the Rak River, only two and a half kilometres long, is unique 
because of its numerous karst features. It is best known for two natural bridges, Mali (Small) 
most and Veliki (Big) most, which are the remains of the cave ceiling from pre-historic times 
when the entire course of the Rak river was underground. Geologically, the whole area is 
made of limestone which is dissolved by the water saturated with carbon dioxide. It is an 
example of how water formed subterranean tunnels, caves and other formations. In the 
geological past, in the places where the subterranean river flew shallowly under the surface, 
the water gradually thinned the cave’s limestone ceiling until it collapsed under its weight. Its 
remains were eventually dissolved and eroded by the water. This is how the valley of Rakov 
Škocjan was formed with magnificent canyons and the two bridges at its source and its 
sinkhole. 
 
 
Location:  
The field work should be carried out near the first natural education trail which runs through 
Rakov Škocjan, very near the small natural bridge. We descend into the collapse doline of 
Zelške Caves by the path which is to the right of the pathway.  
 
Duration:  
4 school hours 
 
List of accessories: 

- Thermometer, 
- String (5 metres), 
- Meter, 
- Lux meter, 
- Pencil, 
- Flashlights, 
- Magnifying glasses, 
- Pictorial key for the identification of plants and animals. 

 
What we are going to study: 
We will study plants and animals at different altitude zones in the collapse doline of Rakov 
Škocjan. We will also learn about the possibilities of development and nature conservation of 
the area. The teacher determines three zones from the top to the bottom of the collapse 
doline, in which pupils will carry out observations and measurements. At each zone, an 
observation point of 1 square metre is determined which pupils delineate with branches. The 
teacher leads a discussion on the uniqueness of this natural spot and its origins, as well as 
the present activities, such as tourism and caving, and those of the past, such as sawmilling.  
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Hypothesis:  
Our hypothesis is that different altitude zones of the collapse doline host different animal and 
plant species, especially where the microclimate changes. 
 
How we are going to process the data: 
Results, observations and surveys should be presented in the form of a poster, seminar work 
or joint report and sent to Notranjska regional park, at e-mail address: info@notranjski-park.si 
. 
 
Warnings: 
Pupils should wear suitable footwear and clothing and use an insect repellent.  
 
Useful sources:  

- http://www.arso.gov.si/ (Environmental Agency of the RS – information on weather), 
- http://www.ramsar.si (Ramsar Convention on Wetlands – information on important 
Slovene 

 wetlands), 
- http://www.notranjski-park.si/ (Home site of Notranjska Regional Park), 
- http://www.zrsvn.si/slo/lj/lj_rakov.asp (peculiarities on Rakov Škocjan), 
- http://www.h-rakovskocjan.com/index2.htm (peculiarities on Rakov Škocjan), 
- http://www2.arnes.si/~ojkrakeklj/ (Elementary school OŠ Jožeta Krajca in Rakek). 
 

Useful contacts:  
For further information, contact OŠ Jožeta Krajca elementary school in Rakek (01-70-52-
510). 
 
 

LAKE CERKNICA  
 
Lake Cerknica is located in south-west Slovenia, at the southern part of the Cerknica karst 
polje. This is an intermittent lake with its surface ranging from 26 to 38 square kilometres 
(when the karst polje is fully flooded). At its maximum size, the lake is 10.5 kilometres long 
and 4.7 kilometres wide, which makes it the largest in Slovenia. Its maximum depth is around 
10 metres. The altitude of the lake’s water level fluctuates between 546 and 551 metres. The 
Obrh torrent sinks at Loško polje and re-emerges at Cerkniško polje as the Stržen torrent. 
One of the most beautiful caves, Križna jama, also supplies water to the lake. The karst polje 
also receives water from the Cerkniščica brook and Javorniki. All this water is swallowed by 
the sinkholes at Cerkniško polje, from where it flows in several directions: one portion of the 
water reaches Rakov Škocjan as the Rak torrent, and from there flows underground as far as 
Planina Cave, where it merges with the Pivka river, which comes from the Postojna Cave, 
and they together emerge as the Unica river. The other portion sinks in the direction of 
Planinsko polje, making the longest underground journey of all, and finally re-emerging in 
several sources near Bistra. Lake Cerknica normally fills up after the autumn rains and in the 
spring when the snow melts. It dries out in May or June and, sometimes, also in winter.  
 
Lake Cerknica is of vital importance to numerous water plants and animals, such as birds, 
amphibians, dragonflies and some lower animals. The lake is listed among the world’s most 
important wetlands under the Ramsar convention on wetlands. 
 
Location: 
When we reach Cerknica, the sign-posted road leads us to Lake Cerknica. The path is 
circular and goes all around the lake. Any point by the lake can be chosen for observation. 
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Duration:  
4 school hours  
 
List of accessories: 

- Thermometer, 
- Pencil, 
- Meter, 
- Pictorial key for the identification of plants and animals. 

 
What we are going to study: 
We are going to study and compare the flora and fauna on different surfaces surrounding 
Lake Cerknica: the lake itself, farm field, meadows and water meadows. We will also 
estimate the influence of various human activities on Lake Cerknica. 
 
Hypothesis:  
Our hypothesis is that different points around Lake Cerknica host different and specific flora. 
We presume that human activities (fertilising, mowing and fishing) strongly influence the 
lake's ecosystems. 
 
How we are going to process the data: 
Results, observations and surveys should be presented in the form of a poster, seminar work 
or joint report and sent to Notranjska regional park, at the e-mail address: info@notranjski-
park.si . 
 
Warning: 
Pupils should wear suitable footwear and clothing and use an insect repellent.  
 
Useful sources:  

- http://www.arso.gov.si/ (Environmental Agency of the RS – information on weather), 
- http://www.ramsar.si (Ramsar Convention on Wetlands – information on important 
Slovene 

 wetlands), 
- http://www.notranjski-park.si/ (Home site of Notranjska Regional Park), 
- http://sl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cerkni%C5%A1ko_jezero (additional information on the 
Cerknica  

Lake), 
-  http://www2.arnes.si/~osljnoc1s/ (Elementary school OŠ Notranjski odred in 
Cerknica). 

 
 
Useful contacts:  
For further information, contact OŠ Notranjski odred elementary school in Cerknica (01-70-
50-520). 
 


